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ST. LOUIS: It's a good time to be MU330. Nearing its 1,000th show on 
numerous treks across the U.S. and Europe, the ska /punk band has sur- 
vived personnel changes and outlived three vans in a little over four years, 
making MU330 the hardest -working band to spring out of St. Louis' south 
side. "Hoosier Love" burst off the band's 1993 debut, "Press," and gar- 
nered airplay on KPNT St. Louis after appearing on the station's 
"Pointessential Vol. One." Working on indie labels Dill Records and now 
Asian Man, MU330 released "Chumps On Parade" in '96, which has sold 
15,000 copies, according to the band. The latest set, "Crab Rangoon," has 
only been in stores since the beginning of September, yet at the band's 
Sept. 29 sold -out CD- release party at the Galaxy, fans were already 
singing along to the new songs. Introduced by the haggard, beer -drinkin', 
cigarette -smokin' Chumps the clown, MU330 used pyrotechnics and a 
simulated cheerleader chain -saw massacre to make the evening special, 
knowing hometown audiences had come to expect a great show. What they 
don't need to explain is how a bunch of south -side rockers got into ska. 
"I don't think it's weird to come out of anywhere these days and be play- 
ing ska," says drummer Ted Moll. "When we play any small town, they've 
already got ska bands there. It's just what's taking off right now." The 
key to the band's monolithic touring schedule is networking, says 
singer /guitarist Dan Potthast. "We've been touring for four years, basi- 
cally. The way it starts is we meet a band, like the Blue Meanies (who 
opened at the Galaxy). They came down to St. Louis and did a gig with 
us, and then we went up to Chicago and did one with them. It's always 
worked like that -we'd meet bands that way, and it just kept spreading." 
Contact Moll at 314 -752 -3049. BRIAN Q. NEWCOMB 

MIAMI: The heavy influx of Afro -Caribbean cultures into Miami has 
sprouted a music scene that's filled with performers who assimilate the 
various sounds into something both joyously new and oddly familiar. 
Cuban pop singer Nil Lara was first, now bop band Khadir is poised to 
be the next to break through. Together a year, Khadir combines Latin 

rock, hip -hop, and funk, with shades of San- 
tana and Los Lobos. The band has just 
released its first CD, "Step Into The 
Rhythm," on Bitter Crop Records in associ- 
ation with Cane Records, the University of 
Miami student -run label. Close to 500 copies 
have already been sold. Cuts "The Funk - 
tion," "Changes," and "Keep On Givin' " have 
gotten regular airplay in Florida on WAXY 
Miami and WVUM Coral Gables. Khadir was 
named best new band for 1997 by The Miami 
New Times, a leading alternative weekly. 

New Orleans has also embraced Khadir, giving the band steady airplay 
and inviting it to perform at the 1997 Jazz & Heritage Festival and at Tip - 
itina's nightclub on its last three Big Easy tours. The band is currently 
sponsored by Bud Light's Bud Family in Concert program, which pro- 
vides financial support as well as promotional help and endorsements. 
Contact Bitter Crop at 305 -270 -8500. SANDRA SCHULMAN 

NASHVILLE: Raw power -pop rock has been alive and well in Nashville 
for the last few years, and one of Music City's finest proponents of that 
sound is Who Hit John, a four -piece comprising Sam Powers (guitars, 
vocal), Chuck Tate (guitar /vocals), Pat Meusel (bass /vocals), and Dean 
Bratcher (drums). After several years of building a strong fan base, the 
band snuck into one of Nashville's major studios and 
came out 30 days later with its self -released debut CD, 
"Hey Buffy," a great tonic for fans of rough- and -tum- 
ble melodic Replacements- meet -Cheap Trick -style 
rock'n'roll. The CD (co- produced by Bart Pursley and 
the band), which is getting airplay on regional college 
and commercial radio stations throughout the mid - 
South, has earned positive reviews for its radio -ready 
melodic sensibilities. Highlights include spirited rock- 
er "Claim To Fame" and the ballad "Incomplete," as 
well as "Fan Club," which has been in rotation on a 
number of Nashville stations. "Somebody" is a playful 
throwback to the stylings of mid -period Beatles, while 
"Giving Twist A Turn" would sound comfortable next to many of the 
Replacements' later -era songs. "We wanted to make an album that flowed 
really well, where there was a meaning to the selection of songs, an order," 
says Powers. The band is currently recording new sides with 20/20 gui- 
tarist Steve Allen engineering and co- producing. Contact J.D. May at 
615- 292 -7773 or Lee Swartz at 615- 726 -8481 or E -mail whohitjohn @geo 
cities.com. RICK CLARK 
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METALLICA SET TO `RE -LOAD' SHELVES 
(Continued front page 1?) 

Among the names bandied about 
were Carly Simon, Patti Smith, and 
Joni Mitchell, but Ulrich and Hetfield 
kept coming back to Faithful], who said 
she'd be glad to help. "So, me and 
James jumped on a plane -no babysit- 
ters, no producers, no bullshit. We just 
hung out with her all day, drank wine 
in Dublin, and had a good time." "The 
Memory Remains" goes to a number of 
formats, including active rock and top 
40, in mid -November. 

Programmers have already received 
"Mandatory Metallica," a two -CD sam- 
pler of songs from the band's back cat- 
alog that have performed well at radio. 

Ulrich knows that critics of the band 
will protest that Metallica is throwing 
the remainders of "Load" to its fans 
with "Re- Load" -songs that weren't 
good enough to make the grade the 
first time. But he feels that's not the 
case. "I think a lot of people think it's 
just the scraps, but it's not. I have to sit 
there and convince myself that I've 
written 27 songs that are all equally 
good. If No. 17 wasn't good enough, I'd 
throw it away. I wouldn't go in and rec- 
ord it. I believed from minute one. 
That's why we kept writing these fuck- 
ing songs. We normally stop at 12 when 
we write albums, but we knew that we 
wanted to develop all 27 of these songs, 
that they were all good enough." 

"We're just trying to emphasize the 
fact that these are new songs," says 
Brian Cohen, Elektra's VP of market- 
ing. "The message is not so much that 
these are leftovers as it's just the part 
that they didn't finish yet. The inspira- 
tion happened at the same time as 
`Load'; they just didn't get them com- 
pleted" before going on the road. 

Despite the amount of recording that 
had already been done on the project at 
the time "Load" was recorded (basic 
tracks had been cut for most of the 
songs), the band went into overdrive 
completing "Re- Load," under what 
they refer to as "Metallica Crunch 
Time." "This was the worst, definitely 
the worst," says Ulrich, who was still 
figuring out sequencing for the album 
with producer Bob Rock as it was being 
mastered. "We had two rooms mixing 
and one or two other rooms where we 
were tracking at the same time as they 
were mixing. The last two weeks have 
been the stupidest. This makes the 
[notoriously difficult] `Black Album' 
look like a fucking walk in the park." 

In a marketing plan befitting the 
label's top -selling act, Elektra has a 
multi -pronged approach designed to 
appeal not only to the Metallica faith- 
ful, but to new converts as well. 

First and foremost are plans to stage 
a free concert Nov 11. After a number 
of cities turned down the group, Metal - 
lica and the label decided to solicit fans 
who might be able to help. Potential 
prospects can contact the band through 
a World Wide Web address or a toll -free 
phone number. 

"The idea for the free concert came 
from Garth Brooks," says Ulrich. "We 
sat down after [his] Central Park show 
and said, `That is so cool -what a cool 
thing to do.' We thought it would a good 
way for us to shake some of the dust off 
and celebrate the release of the new 
record. We've been trying for the last 
two months to set up a free concert in 
Chicago, and we can't find a fucking 
place to play. We went and looked at 
Detroit, Cleveland, Boston, so on, and 
basically no one will have us." 

Despite the initial difficulties, Elek- 

tra is confident the show will go on. 
"Absolutely it will happen," says Cohen. 
"It's so in the spirit of Metallica. Des- 
pite the well- crafted nature of their 
music, there's always been a handmade 
quality to their relationship with their 
fans -this common, everyday vibe." 
Indeed, in the past the band gave a free 
listening party at New York's Madison 
Square Garden. For "Load," it played 
around San Francisco for free on a 
flatbed truck and did an extensive pro- 
motion with MTV 

At retail, Elektra is making a dump 
bin that will hold up to 190 pieces of 
Metallica product. "We're making 3,000 
bins," says Cohen. "Musicland is taking 
one for every store." Elektra has al- 
ready supplied stores with "coming 
soon" banners as well as a countdown 
calendar alerting patrons how many 
days until the arrival of "Re- Load." 

Retailers have high hopes for the 
release, which they believe can match 
"Load's" staggering first -week sales of 
680,000 (Billboard, June 22, 1996). 

"I think this one will do as well," says 

Eric Keil, buyer for the New Jersey - 
based Compact Disc World chain. "The 
setup has been going on forever; the 
Internet has been buzzing about it." 
Keil notes that "Re- Load" comes out the 
same day as Celine Dion's new effort. "I 
can't think of two more divergent styles 
of music -it could be a very interesting 
cocktail party in our stores. Metallica is 
the crowning release of the fourth quar- 
ter; it's our bread and butter-" 

"I think it will do great," agrees John 
Artale, buyer for the Carnegie, Pa.- 
based chain National Record Mart. 
"They just came off a really good tour 
that got good reviews and satisfied a lot 
of people that showed even though they 
did cut their hair, they're still very ded- 
icated." However, Artale says he's con- 
cerned that people might not under- 
stand the title. " `Re -Load' smacks of 
remixes, which is not what it is," he 
says. "But a new Metallica record is 
very welcome at this stage. I can't even 
think of anything else that would satis- 
fy that market as well, even though 
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ARTIST(S) Venue Dates) 
Gross Attendance 

Ticket Price(s) Capacity 

MICHAEL ACKSON JHB Stadium Oct. 10, 12 

Johannesburg 

$3,747,560 100495 
(17.238.778 rand) 108,000. 

$68.48 /$15.65 two shows 

BIG Concerts 

MICHAEL JACKSON Green Point Stadium Oct. 4. 6 

Cape Town, South 

Africa 

$2,092,625 73,295 

(9.626,076 rand) 74,000. 

$68.48/$15.65 two shows 

BIG Concerts 

GARTH BROOKS Civic Arena Oct 13 -19 
Pittsburgh 

$1,925,462 100,715 

Gross Record six sellouts 

Yarnell Enterprises 

$19.25 

MICHAEL JACKSON Kingspark Stadium Oct. 15 $1,493,047 45,000 BIG Concerts 
Durban, South Africa (6,868,017 rand) sellout 

$68.48/$15.65 

FLEEIW000 MAC Tacoma Dome Oct. 11 $956,710 21,961 Magic Concert 
Tacoma, Wash. $60/$25 sellout Promotions 

Pace Touring 

Jack Utsick Presents 

FLEETWOOD MAC Target Center Oct. 8 $175,565 17,818 Magicworks 
Minneapolis $60/$25 seltout Concerts Inc. 

Pace Touring 

Jack Utsick Presents 

ELTONJOHN Freedom Hall Oct. 18 $632,939 18,624 Sunshine 

Coliseum $39.50/$29.50/$25 sellout Promotions 

Louisville, Ky. 

GEORGE DALARIUS Madison Square Oct. 4 $615,965 16,865 Memorial Sloan - 
ELEFTHERIAARVANITAKI, 

ALKINOOS IOANNIDES, 

LAKIS LAZOPOULOS, 

Garden 

New York 

$75/$65/$45/$25 19,203 Kettering Hospital 

Greek Children's 

Fund 

VASILIS PAPAKOSTANDI- 

NOU 

LUTHER YANDROSS Madison Square Oct 8 $600,505 10,439 Delsener /Slater 
VANESSAWILLIAMS Garden 565435 14.800 Enterprises 

New York 

FLEETWOOD MAC Polaris Amphitheater Oct. 1 $564,650 12,034 Magicworks 

Columbus, Ohio $75/$30 19,800 Concerts Inc. 

Pace Touring 

Sunshine 

Promotions 

Belkin Prods. 
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